Performworq is a straightforward flexible and affordable
web based Performance Evaluation Tool with a
comprehensive range of facilities that make it suitable for
most development needs.
Performworq can be used for either skills analysis or 360

You can see which individuals or teams are above or below
the average or you can identify which competency or area
of knowledge needs development.
Performworq is the perfect tool for assessing performance
within any organisation:

degree assessments.
Performworq utilises a simple online assessment process to
allow your staff, suppliers and even end users to be
confidentially and anonymously assessed. You can measure
how well they are performing against your criteria. Assess








staff against knowledge, targets, objectives, competencies
or company values, or a combination of all of these in one




assessment.
Individuals can have a summary of their assessment as well
as a detailed feedback report in the form of a personalised
workbook. The workbooks can be tailored using the inbuilt
workbook designer.






Unlimited assessments
Only one fee per assessee per year
Identify skill shortfalls
Maximise your return on training
Web-based, saving you time and paper
Accurately assess the effectiveness of individuals
and departments
Improve staff retention
Focus training and support exactly where it is
needed
Create universal and targeted assessments
Gives you control and consistency, same criteria,
same environment
Have a reliable system that you can trust to raise
the level of competence within your organisation
Monitor and evaluate staff operating within
government legislation or other standards

The powerful Performworq reporting tool allows you to
interrogate the data of completed assessments so you can
identify trends within your workforce.
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Assessme provides a range of adaptable and reliable
assessment frameworks for measuring skills and managing
performance. Assessme, first released in 2007, is used by
clients in both public and private sectors who rate the
system as more flexible and cost effective than other tools.
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